LIST OF ACCEPTED APPLICANTS
SY 2013-2014

Please be reminded that there are limited slots and you are therefore encouraged to confirm your slot early on 25 to 27 March 2013 from 9:00am to 12:00pm, 1:00pm to 3:00 pm. You may check the Confirmation Procedures on the ASMPH Website starting 18 March 2013.

ABA, LUZELLE KATE BARRERA
AGUAS, AIRA JOYCE CALIMA
ALCANTARA, JANNA PAULINE FLORES
ALEJO, GABRIEL IGNACIO PALMA
ALERTA, KATHRINNA FELIZ FRILLES
ALTO, JEANILLE JAIRAH MOLINO
ALVARADO, ANA PATRICIA LOUISE CARIAGA
ALVAREZ, PIXIE DALE SANDIKO
ANDAYA, VINCENT MARC MANINGAS
ANGELES, JESSICA IO OQUENDO
ANSELMO, ELYSE DOROTHY UY
ANTONIO, JELLY ANN KEITH SUANSON
AQUINO, ROBERT JOHN ALZONA
ARAYA, MICA CALLEJA
ASETRE, LEOREM KRISHIA GONZALES
AYRO, AARON JOSEPH TAMAYO
BANCOD, DYNSIL DIANE TORRES
BAOAS, RESHAN DEMETILLO
BASELLITE, MARIAN DENISE GILPO
BATANGAN, ANI REGINA UJANO
BAYHON, TONEE LOPEZ
BIADOMANG, JOHN KEVIN PAULO CATLI
BINOS, RICHARD SIMON REGALADO
BITOY, FRANCES NICOLE FANLO
BRINGERA, CLARENCE VINA FRANCHESCA DELA CRUZ
BRUTAS, YVETTE KRYSTEL ATUTUBO
BUENAVENTURA, ROAN EIREEN LONTOK
BUHAT, LORILYN GEMOTO
BUSTAMANTE, LUIGI ANGELOBUMANGLAG
CABALLAS, KATRINA GRAGAS
CABAÑERO, NIÑA ISABEL SENSAL
CABUJAT, MARIE AISEN KATHRINA BALIBALOS
CADACIO, JESSA LOUISE CALABIA
CAIDIC, CHRISTINA TIOPES
CAJUCOM, ALBETH MAE AGUILAR
CARANDANG, POCHOLO ANTON CRUZ
CARITATIVO, ERIN CAMILLE AGUILAR
CASEAY, GABRIEL MAGNO
CHAN, DEAN CEDRIK INTALAN
CHAN, VICTORIA ELENA BOMBAN
CHUA, ANNA ISABEL LEVISTE
CHUA, ERIKA ALEXANDRIA TAN
CHUA, LEANNE SO
CHUA, MANUEL ANTONIO OCSON
CLAVERIA, STEFAN FREDERIEK ABAN
CO, ELAINE MELODY TAN
CO, GAIL S.
CONDOR, VIENNA BHARWANI

YOUR ASMPH ONLINE ACCOUNT WILL BE UPDATED WITH YOUR DOCUMENTS, NMAT AND REQUIRED SUBJECTS ON OR BEFORE 20 MARCH 2013. You may call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for inquiries or further details on the status of your application.
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LIST OF WAITLISTED APPLICANTS
SY 2013-2014

Please be advised that inquiries about the status of your application shall ONLY be entertained beginning 01 April 2013.

ALMORA, JAIME JR. DAWAY
ANG, HARLEY GUERALD CO
ANINANG, MYRA TABIGUE
BARLISAN, ADEL KARLO DELICANA
BAROÑA, JOSUE ANTONIO LEONOR
BIRUAR, ALYSSA MENDOZA
BITUIN, DAWNN PAULINE CRUZ
CRUZ, JETHRO BANJAMIN HERRERA
DALISAY, ROI JEMUELL ESPiritu
DIMALALA, JESUS JOHN CORTEZ
GAÑA, JOANNA RAPHAELLE COSTES
LENON, JOHN LEMUEL LAGARDE
LIM, KIM MARVEE MARQUEZ
MICLAT, MITHILAYA REYES

PAMBID, PRANA RENEE SALANDANAN
PANEDA, JOSE LUIS CRUZ
RENGEL, KEVIN OSVIC MALACCA
SALUD, RAMON ANGEL PERIQUET
SANCHEZ, ANA CAMILLE HANOPOL
SATUITO, JAMES CYRIL BERIDO
SILVA, JOHN MARC DANIEL VALIENTE
SIMBAJON, JOHN CARYLL RUIZ
SY, GERRICK EVAN UY
TORIO, JENNIFER FERNANDO
VIRAY, JOSEPH MARI PANGANIBAN
YU, CAROL ANGELINE GUTIERREZ

====== Nothing follows. ======

RACHELLE G. DE VERA
Admissions Officer

NOTED BY:

MARIA EUFEMIA C. YAP, MD, MSc
Associate Dean for Planning and Administration

MA. LUZ CASIMIRO-QUERUBIN, MD, FPPA
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
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The following applicants are requested to call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3086 local 3012 from 14 to 15 March 2013 ONLY, 9:00am to 12:00pm, 1:00pm to 3:00 pm for further details on the status of your application.

Cruzada, Camille Joyce Ortega
Mesina, Mari Angela Louise Domingo

Nothing follows.

RACHELLE G. DE VERA
Admissions Officer

NOTED BY:

Maria Eufemia C. Yap, MD, MSc
Associate Dean for Planning and Administration

Ma. Luz Casimiro-Querubin, MD, FPPA
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
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